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Since its announcement of the Four Modernizations policy in the
late 1970's, China has implemented numerous programs for importing new
and advanced technology from abroad. Computer technology is one of
the critical areas that determines the progress and future success of
the modernization in China. in this report, a study of China's
computer industry is presented.
China's computer technology has evolved from the earlier desire
for self-reliance to the current stage of emphasising cooperation with
foreign computer enterprises. The history of China's computer
industry in chapter 2 is followed by a detailed description of the
recent development in cooperation with foreign partners for the
acquisition of both hardware and software technology. The Chinese
language computer will be of special interest to the foreign computer
manufacturers and will occupy an important position in China's
computer industry in this century. Despite the export control of high
technology by foreign countries, positive support from such
international organizations as the United Nations and World Bank has
facilitated the transfer of sophisticated computer technology into
China. Nevertheless, technology smuggling is currently a very hot and
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Since the overthrow of the Gang of Four and the formulation of
the Four Modernizations policy in the late 1970's, the Chinese leader:
have been confronted with the harsh reality that the country laggec
seriously behind other advanced nations in terms of technological
development, efficiency, and productivity in various sectors of the
national economy. In its efforts to modernize and catch up with the
advanced economies, China hopes to compress several decades of
progress and development into a mere twenty years. The Chinese view
technological. transfer through trade and other forms of economic
exchange and technical cooperation as an expedient and efficient means
of bringing about this goal. By learning from other countries'
experiences, China hopes to avoid duplicating mistakes made by others
in the development process. This will greatly reduce the time and
effort needed to attain modernization.
Chins's technology is about fifteen to twenty years behind that
of Western countries. Like all developing countries, China will be
behind foreever if it does not strive to acquire advanced technology.
Its determination is to catch up and its target is to become one of
the industrialized nations by the end of this century.
It is understood that no foreign country would sell China its
most advanced technology. China should buy technology that is not too
outdated and use it as a starting point to make its own development.
2As the computer is known to be the backbone of all other
industries, Chinese leaders have been aware that the emphasis should
be put on the development of the computer industry. With the
direction and encouragement of the top leadership on the need to start
computerization, more and more cadres and government administrators
are becoming aware that computer technology is an absolute necessity
if China is to persist in its modernization plans.
The absence of Chinese computer language, together with a
shortage of trained computer staff, is hampering China's progress in
computer usage and technology. China's usage is still at the first
generation compared with that of the Western countries, which are
already in the fourth generation. There is a danger that the Chinese
will have difficulty mastering the new generation's usage even though
they have the most advanced machines.
Starting from 1984, Beijing has decided to spend a large budget
on acquiring foreign advanced technology and equipment. In this year
(1984), Beijing plans to import 1,000 items of high technology
equipment worth US$ 1 billion (about HK$ 7.8 billion).
1.2 Definition. of Advanced Technology
A comprehensive definition of technology might be as follows:
Technology is a perishable resource comprising knowledge,
skills, and the means for using and controlling factors of
production for the purpose of producing, delivering to users,
and maintaining goods and services for which there is an
economic and/or social demand.
3
"Truly advanced technology" mentioned in the PRC's joint venture
law (Appendix 1 & 2) refers to technology that is up-to-date,
dependable and practicable in China. Such technology must enable
factories using it to turn out products that are competitive on the
international market. In other words, it must enable the factories to
turn out more and better products while reducing the cost and
consumption of raw and other materials and energy. The Ministry of
the Foreign Economic Relations and Trade and the units entrusted by
the Ministry to examine and approve a proposed project will organize
experts to examine and evaluate the technology offered by the foreign
participant as part of the investment in the project.
1.3 Research Objective
Computer technology has been a fundamental plank of the Four
Modernizations policy since it was launched in the late 1970's. In
order to promote the progress of computer technology and enhance its
own self-reliance, China is taking active steps to import advanced
computer technology from abroad through various means, such as the
purchase of machines and equipment, joint ventures, coproduction and
investment in foreign companies. It also has strengthened cooperation
and contacts with computer enterprises of other countries. In the
years ahead, the emphasis of computer technology will be on the
complete systems, but for now the size tends to be smaller, for the
application in such key sectors as education, administration, energy
and manufacturing industries. The introduction of technology involves
not only the purchase of equipment, but the more important thing to
4bring in is software. In some cases, foreign experts will be invited
to come to China to give guidance, engage in cooperative productior
with foreign enterprises or set up joint ventures using Chinese and
foreign investment. Chinese-language computers are a bright prospect
for the future development of computer technology in China, while
success in the application of computers.
A survey of the current status and the future trend of China's
computer industry in the I980's is the main body of this research
report. Major issues of importing advanced computer technology from
abroad are explored and discussed. Although the writer's focus is
specifically placed on the area of computer technology, issues
mentioned in this report may also be applicable to the transfer of
other technology into China.
Since the Chinese do not maintain and publish detailed
information on its computer industry, the writer also hope this study
will serve as a reference for both investors and researchers who are
interested in the computer industry in China. All the information
contained in this report was gathered and integrated from a diverse
assortment of materials.
1.4 Scope of Study
This research report begins with a general review of China's
computer development from the late 1950's to the early 1980's. The
history shows how the computer has evolved in China. After the
formulation of the Four Modernizations policy in the late 1970's, the
software and maintenance service support are most critical for the
5new emphasis on rapid computerization in China has increased the
importance of acquiring advanced computer technology from abroad in
the 1980's. In this report, one of the major concerns is the study of
the various channels of technology transfer currently adopted by
China. It is Chinese great movement from its long insistance on
self-relinace to its present eagerness for the acquisition of foreign
technology.
To help China import sophisticated computer technology for its
modernization, the United Nations and World Bank have played very
important and active roles. However, there are still certain external
constraints limiting the export of foreign computer technology and
equipment to China. Both the positive and negative factors, as well
as their impacts, are discussed in this report.
The transfer of technology is by no means unilateral. Foreign
computer enterprises have shown great interest in training Chinese
sof tware specialists, while in return creating a guaranteed supply of
cheaper software programs from China. The software and maintenance
services are important infrastructural support to the transferred
computer technology, which forms another core part of this research
report. Furthermore, China is viewed as the most suitable place to
develop Chinese-language computer, and it is conceivable that it will
become a major exporter of this kind of technology to other countries.
Therefore, a separate chapter is.devoted to this topic.
In summary, this research report can be divided into three parts.
The first part is an overview of the development of China's computer
industry which has been evolving from self-reliance to the emphasis on
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importing technology from abroad. Secondly, focus is on the
infrasttirctural support, such as software and maintenance services, to
the transferred computer technology. Finally, certain important
external facilitators and contraints to the transfer of computer
technology into China are discussed.
1.5 Methodology
The content of this research report comes from two sources. The
primary source was a personal interview with the EDP people of China
Resources (Holdings) Co. Ltd. The secondary source was literature
published in the U.S.A., Japan, Hong Kong and China.
The interview was designed to gather information and the personal
opinions of the respondents on the following areas:
- The development of Chinese-made computers
- The foreign computer enterprises' activities in China
- The requirements of computer technology needed
- The types of applications and end-users of computers
- The training of computer specialists
- The provision of supporting services (software and maintenance)
- The role of Hong Kong in the transfer of computer technology
- The structure of China's computer administration
During the interview, questions centered around the above areas were
asked and some of the uncertain points were also confirmed. The China
Resources people, in the meantime, provided valuable insights into the
current development of China's computer industry and its direction in
the future.
7Since the Chinese government does not maintain detailed
statistics and publish reports on its computer usage and development,
information obtained from the interview is only macroscopic. Concrete
data and figures are found in the literature of various sources.
Therefore, literature review has become a supplementary source of
information to that obtained from the personal interview.
The U.S.A. and Japan are two major computer manufacturing
countries in the world. They have actively participated and competed
with each other in the export of computer equipment and technology to
China. China trade literature published in these two countries
frequently reports first-hand information about their computer
business in China.
The statistics (Table 1 &2) have shown that Hong Kong is
becoming an important place for exporting and re-exporting computer
equipment to China. In addition, because of its proximity to China,
Hong Kong has the geographical advantage of knowing most of the
business affairs occurring in the mainland and then it publishes them
in local newspapers and magazines immediately.
However, the official statements made by the Chinese government
should not be neglected. The most reliable information always canes
from the official announcements or publications of the Chinese
government.
The data obtained from the literature were analysed. They were
then combined with the information extracted from the interview to
form an overview of the computer technology transfer in the PRC in the
1980's.
8TABLE 1
VALUES* OF THE EXPORT OF COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER-RELATED
PRODUCTS FROM HONG KONG TO CHINA IN 1980-83
Product 1980 1981 1982 1983
Complete lE 706 2,774**
Digital
DP Machine
Complete 5U 127 2,284**
Digital
CPU's
Peripherals 29 7 1,184 3,587
Components 442 1,603 3,897 2,550
Source: Hong Kong Trade Statistics, Export and Re-exports 1980-83,
Census Statistics Dept., Hong Kong Govenment
Values in thousand Hong Kong dollars
Include microcomputers
9TABLE 2
VALUES* OF THE RE-EXPORT OF COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER-RELATED
PRODUCTS FROM HONG KONG TO CHINA IN 1980-83
Product 1980 1981 1982 1983
Complete I3, 392 37,171 91,698**
Digital
DP Machines
Complete 2,850 453 2.951 11,263**
Digital
CPU's
Peripherals 16, 105 4,852 24, 398 120,255
Components 4, 080 3,148 9,938 29,123
Source: Hong Kong Trade Statistics, Exports and Re-exports 1980-83,
Census &Statistics Dept., Hong Kong Government






China entered the computer field much later than many other
countries. Its first vacuum-tube machines was produced in 1958 -12
years after those in the United States. Transistorized machines were
produced in 1965, and integrated-circuit machines were developed in
Beijing, Tianjin and Shanghai in 1970. Progress was slow during the
Cultural Revolution, which covered the decade ending in 1976, and
consequently the number of stored-programme machines in China today is
small. More than 4,000 computers and over 17,000 microcomputers were
in operation throughout the country by the beginning of 1983. In
contrast, the United States has 54,000 general-purpose computers,
144,000 small business computers and 1 million micros, while Japan has
about 40,000 small-to-large computers and more than 50,000 micros.
About 100 factories and research institutes across the country
have provided several thousand large, medium and small computers
(excluding microcomputers) for the national economy and national
defense. These computers were first used in China for scientific
purposes and satellite launching. They were also used in designing
nuclear reactors, as well as in the development and launching of
missiles.
A summary of Chinese computer development from 1958 to 1982 is
shown in Appendix 3.
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2.2 Integrated Circuits
China began using integrated circuits extensively after 1970 an(
subsequently developed its first series of microcomputers. In recent
years, China has made much headway in developing integrated circuit
and computer technology through the joint efforts of various quarters.
At present, dozens of enterprises engaged in the production of
integrated circuits are able to produce several hundred kinds of small
and medium-sized integrated-circuits (SSI and MSI) consisting of 2,000
to 5,000 transistors, which meet international standard. The Chinese
have basically mastered the technological process of making large
scale integrated-circuits (LSI), consisting of several thousand to ten
thousand elements, and are able to mass produce them. As to the
designs of tens of thousands of elements, some have already been
finalized. According to preliminary statistics, the research and
manufacture of several dozen varieties of large scale
integrated-circuits have been crowned with success in the last few
years. The several dozen kinds of key materials, such as super-pure
gas and super-pure reagents (with the exception of a few kind), -which
are needed in the research and manufacture of large scale
integrated-circuits, have basically met present domestic needs, both
quantitatively and qualitatively.
2.3 Recent Development
China can now produce 500 large, medium, and small computers, and
500 microcomputers annually. Plans announced in November 1982 by Li
Rui, General Manager of the Bureau of the National Computer Industry,
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call for tripling output by 1990. By far the greatest part of the
and mainframe computers will hit 1,000 units, while the production of
micros and single-board computers will reach 10,000 units. The gaf
should widen by 1990. Mini and mainframe production will increase tc
1,800 units, while micro and single-board production is targeted tc
reach 40,000 units per year.
Annual output of microcomputers is to grow from the current
estimated 500 units to 10,000 units by 1985 and to 40,000 by the end
of the decade. At present, China can produce 500 small-to-large
general purpose computer a year.
The following table shows the annual production of small-to-large
mainframes, microcomputers and peripherals in China in 1981 and 1982.
TABLE 3
COMPUTER PRODUCTION IN CHINA
Product 1981 1982
Small-to-Large Mainframes 137A 241
Microcomputers 1,167 7, 208
Peripherals 3,581 3, 550
Values (million RMB) 611 507
Sources: Almanac of China's Economy, 1982 and 1983
Quantity in units
increase is in microcomputers. By 1985, the annual production of mini
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Computers are made at ten major manufacturing centres and c
variety of minor factories, university research centres and
institutes. Most of the major cau.puter factories are located in
Shanghai, Beijing, Tianjin and Suzhou. However, these facilities lack
automated equipment for assembly and testing and there is an
inadequate supply of specialized components, such as high-quality,
reliable integrated circuits (ICs) and semiconductor devices,
according to a United States congressional study.
2.4 Chinese-made Computers
Some computers, particularly microcomputers, use imported chips
)r copies of foreign-made chips developed through reverse engineering.
2.4.1 Microcomputers
China's series 50 microcomputers using Intel 8080 chips are
developed through reverse engineering. Series 60 utilizes imported
Motorola 6800 computer chips. Model DJS-045 and ZSS utilize imported
Zilog 80 computer chips and component, while the DJS-035 is based on
Rockwell International's AIM-65 microcomputer.
The new Bpi--3 64K microcomputer recently developed and
manufactured in. China is said to be comparable to the Apple II or IBM
PC. Mass production of the B01-3 at the Beijing Municipal Computer
Technology Research Institute began in mid-1981. More than a thousand
have been sold to the market in West Germany. The price of BCM-3 was




The mainframes being produced in China are a hodge-podge of
different models with some copies of foreign designs. Most are of
uncertain reliability and built with little regard for end--user
requirements or compatibility among different systems to allow the
machines to be linked into networks.
2.4.2.1 Non-serial Model
Before 1974, most of China's computers were designed anc
manufactured for scientific application. Some of the models of non-
serial production are still in operation, though great attention tc
standardization is paid by the central government. Those computers
bearing the code DJS or TQ do not mean that they are part of a series.
DJS, except series 100, 180, 200 and possibly the new 300, means only
that the computers type was approved by the central government, while
the number following merely indicates the order of production.
Computers bearing the code TQ are products of the Shanghai Radio
Factory No. 13 only.
Non-serial large size computers include Model 01.3, HAS-9 and the
latest model called Galaxy. Model 013 is comparable to the IBM 370
series 165 with 48-bit word length, 128K core memory, and 2,000K
operations per second. HDS-9 is more powerful and larger than Model
013 with a word length of 48 bits, a memory capacity of 512K, and a
rated speed of 5, OOOK operations per second. The announcement of the
supercomputer Galaxy has made it the fastest model ever built in China
with its capacity for processing 100 million operations per second.
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2.4.2.2 Serial Model
In serial production, China produces two major types of computer
series: minicomputers and medium-size general-use computers.
There are two minicomputer series: the series 100, consisting of
models 110, 130, 140 and 150, and the series 180, consisting of models
183, 184,185 and 186. Some of the models are still under
development, but the Chinese plan to have them completed and in
production by the end of 1984. The central government is apparently
pushing a program for national standardization and has set up a
committee to decide upon uniform specifications for the series.
The major line of China's computer is the DJS-100 series, which
accounts for a quarter of all Chinese-built computers. This series of
computers are based on products of Data General from the U.S. The
series 180 computers are based on products of Digital Equipment from
the U.S.
The medium-size general-use computer series is known as the
series 200 and consists of 210, 220, 240 and 260. The Chinese claim
it is comparable to the IBM serics 360. Specifications for the series
were also set by the central goverment.
A new series 300, which is comparable to IBM 4341, is under
development and uses the same software as the series 200.
Appendix 4 lists the main models of both serial and non-serial
production computers along with their basic specifications. All
models are currently in use.
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2.5 China's Silicon Valley
unina has made headway in computer science, and a Chinese-style
Silicon Valley is emerging in the east Yangtse River belt, which
could be as significant as the original in California.
Wuxi is thought to be the ideal place to build the large
integrated circuits and computer industrial base- the China's
Silicon Valley. Wuxi is located beside Taihu Lake in east China.
In Wuxi, the weather is mild and pleasant, the air is fresh and clean
and its ground water contains little foreign matter. The integrated
circuit plant installed with Japan-made equipment and a local research
institute with a huge technical force make up together the conditions
propitious to the research and development of large and extra-large
integrated-circuits, as well as the most advanced computer technology.
An agreement with seven US electronics firms to supply IC-
manufacturing equipment to a facility in Wuxi was announced in
November 1982, but this is subject to US Government approval. A US $21
million purchase of silicon crystal furnaces announced in early 1982
has been approved.
2.6 Software
While the Chinese have been engaged in canputer development for a
long time, the majority of the computers produced were for specific
scientific and technical application. As a result, the responsibility
of software development seems to have been left to users. With the
increased use of computers for general business and industrial
application, however, a greater number of general software specialists
17
are needed.
The Chinese have finally begun to train software pe opl E
systematically, but they are reportedly encountering difficulties duE
to the low quality of educational organizations and prospectiVE
trainees resulting from the years of neglect during the Cultural
Revolution. As of 1979, the Chinese had established 40 software
centers within the major universities for training programmers.
Besides the universities, training centers have also been established
within the state industrial enterprises.
While the Chinese are redoubling their sfforts to train more
software personnel, the number of experts in software is still
surpassed by hardware people approximately five to one. While the
Chinese seem to have suffic- ent software for their minicomputers, they
apparently are feeling the pinch in medium-size computers and find it
cheaper to buy software for those models from abroad rather than
develop it independently.
The Chinese were previously using assembly languages for their
computers but have now reached the stage where they can use Algol,
Basic, Fortran, Cobol, and Apt.
The current DJS-200 series is a family of general-purpose
computers for batch computation, the architecture and performance of
which corresponds to IBM machines of the mid-1960s. Unfortunately,
these computers are not designed to utilize the wealth of software
programs that have been developed in the West. Since Chinese
factories seldome manufacture identical hardware, even the PRC's
domestic software programs are not interchangeable.
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CHAPTER III
IMPORT OF FOREIGN COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
3.1 Introduction
As China still has many intrinsic weaknesses in the development
of its computer technology, it must rely on the importation of
advanced computers from abroad and thus commit itself to an ambitious
program of technology acquisition.
The acqusition of foreign technology in China can be divided intc
three stages. Initially, finished products were imported from foreig
countries for reverse engineering. Then complete production lines
were purchased. Now, because of the inefficiency of the methods used
in the past, a number of new form of economic cooperation with
foreign partners have been initiated and adopted by China. They
include joint ventures, co-production, licensing, compensation trade,
processing and assemble, and investment in foreign companies.
(A) Joint Ventures:
Joint equity ventures involve the formation of a limited
liability corporation. The Chinese and foreign partners
jointly invest in and operate the corporation and share the
profits, losses, and risk.
Equity can be in the form of cash, equipment, land,
buildings, and industrial property rights. Investment by
either side is generally not less than 25 percent and in
almost all instances, China holds the. raa jority share.
The duration of joint equity ventures range from 5 to 20
19
years. Through a joint venture, the Chinese obtain foreigy
And through the long term relationships, they are assuret
that the technology and expertise remain up-to-date.
(B) Co-production
Co-production ventures are also known as contractual joint
ventures. The foreign partner provides technology anc
capital of a given value and is repaid at a negotiated ratE
of return, plus principal over a set period. The ChinesE
partners provide land, materials, natural resources, labor,
services, buildings, or equipment.
The co-production ventures differs from a joint equity
venture in that capital contribution on both sides is not
necessarily money. Furthermore, profits are not distributed
by equity shares, but according to an agreed-upon proportion.
The foreigner's equipment and other capital assets normally
become Chinese property when the contracted period of
cooperation terminates. The duration of the contracts vary
from 5 to 20 years.
(C) Lincensing Arrangement
Lincensing is the sale of proprietary know-how in exchange
for fees, royalties, or other forms of payment. China tends
to press very tough conditions on its licensing partners
concerning payment, duration, company guarantees and
obligations, and the re-export of licensed products.
The Chinese want to license virtually every sophisticated
technology, management, marketing expertise, and capital
20
product their industry currently requires in any quantity
The move into high technology is particularly significant,
Semiconductor manufacturing know-how has been licensed fror
one US firm, and microcomputer production from another,
Mainframe computer disc drive technology is under discussion.
The liberalization of US export control regulations coinciden
neatly with the new spurt of Chinese activities.
The Chinese tend to offer a very low sum as an up-front
payment (often less than the price of one machine in the case
neighbourhood of 2-3 percent of the value of the machines
made and sold under license. In many cases, the up-front
money is in the neighbourhood of 10-20 percent of the total
anticipated payments but the Chinese would like to limit it
to the tangible cost of transferring the technology, that is,
to just the cost of technical documents and training services
involved.
The Chinese refuse to offer production-based royalty (license
fee pegged to the output of the licensing plant) for fear of
making long-term financial commitments and divulging
production information. Chinese negotiator prefer to
purchase proprietary know-how in fixed, or so-called
lump-sum, payments. However, the traditional Chinese
aversion to paying running royalties (i.e. production-based
royalties) has relaxed in recent licensing agreements. The
Chinese base the royalty on domestic selling price rather
than foreign selling price. They, however, insist on lower
of large, expensive products) combined with a royalty in the
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royalties than foreign partners would like.
The 1982 foreign enterprise income tax called for 20 percent
withholding tax on royalties paid foreign firms. In early
1983, the tax was reduced to 10 percent.
The Chinese naturally desire to keep the royalty payment
period as short as possible, but typically agree to 8-10 year
licensing contracts. The Chinese are reluctant to share
their improvements in the process with the licensor for more
than 5 years while they also expect to be informed of
licensor's improvements for only 5 years.
Although it is often difficult to draft secrecy and
nondisclosure clauses to the satisfaction of company lawyers,
the Chinese do recognize the need to reassure companies that
their technology will not be transfered to unauthorized third
parties within China. Companies can obtain language that
calls on the Chinese not to disclose information to plants
other than those mentioned specifically in the contract
during the life of the agreement. But it is difficult to get
the Chinese to maintain such confidentiality after expiration
of the contract.
(D) Compensation Trade
Compensation trade is an agreement to sell technology and/or
equipment to the Chinese, and to accept either full or
partial payment in the form of goods manufactured with the
equipment. A foreign company provides equipment and
technical assistance to the factory, which then uses its
22
improved production capacity to pay for the equipimeznt cad th
the installments in products.
Normally compensation trade calls for two separate agreements
that are linked by protocol: one for the sale of machinery,
and one for the purchase of the resulting product. The
average of compensation trade arrangements is less than
US$500,000. They normally span three, five, or ten years in
length with payback in product being completed within the
first several years.
(E) Processing and Assembly
Processing and assembly are actually simpler forms of
compensation trade. They involve only the exchange of raw
materials for the output. The foreign customers supply raw
or intermediate materials or parts to China to be processed,
assembled, or manufactured according to specification and
design. The Chinese partner receives a fee for its services
and the processed goods are reexported by the foreign firm
wh ich market them abroad. In some cases, the foreign firm
furnishes machinery, equipment, or technology and receives a
discount on. the processing fee until the equipment is paid
off.
Two-third of these contracts are with Hong K:.or and Macau
firms, and are located in coastal areas such as Guangdong,
Fujian, and Shanghai. Most processing and assembly deals are
valued under US $1.00, 000.
China clearly benefits from the modern machinery, equipment,
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and technology in these arrangements, while workers receive
training in assembly. The made in China label affixed to
the goods gives China credibility and exposure in Western
market. The foreign company benefits from low labor costs
and establishes a relationship which lays the groundwork for
petential expansion to a more complex manufacturing
arrangement or joint venture in China.
(F) Preferential Treatment
As the construction of some key enterprises and technical
transformation of existing enterprises urgently require
import of advanced technology, China will give preferential
treatment to countries that grant it favourable treatment in
technology transfer. The further relaxation of trade
policies noted by some Chinese government officials is to
absorb not only more foreign funds, but also accelerate the
speed of technolgoy transfer. Foreign firms will be allowed
to set up their sole-proprietorship ventures in China if
they can bring in the most favourable technology for the
modernization of China.
China has been actively seeking overseas assistance in developing
its computer industry, both in terms of hardware and software.
International competition is fierce. According to various
sources, companies that have successively concluded sales to China
include IBM, Univac, HP, Burroughs, DEC and Control Data of the US,
ICL of the UK, Honeywell Ball of France, Siemens of West Germany, and
Hitachi, NEC, and Fujitsu of Japan. A list of major worldwide
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computer exports to China from 1974 to 1983 is compiled in Appendix 5.
While the Chinese have relaxed their previous policy on self-
reliance, they cannot be said to have abandoned it altogether. Most
of the purchase agreements have been for large general-use computers
of a high level of performance, and seldom are they for more than one
unit of each type. Clearly, the Chinese have a dual purpose in making
such purchases. Not only do they need the computers for specific
applications, but they are also interested in obtaining as many as
possible of the world's advanced computers to be used as prototypes
for domestic production and technical improvement.
3. 2 Hardware Imor
The pressing need for computers in key sectors of China's
economy, the relatively healthy state of China's foreign exchange
reserves, and the emphasis on computer popularization in China are
encouraging in themselves. Beyond these, there is still assistance
from the funds in the World Bank and United Nations coffers (Chapter V
and VI). In view of all these factors, along with contracts already
signed or under negotiation, there will be more and more computers
going into China.
As China's domestic computer industry grows and its needs become
more sophisticated, its demand is away from 8-bit micro and toward
16-bit and 32-bit microcomputers and larger computer systems.
Prior to 19811 China had imported only 51 mainframes and 10,000
micro and single-board computers. Industry sources suggested,
however, a much higher figure, and a Xinhua newsagency report three
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years ago suggested that over 300 foreign mainframe cainputers were in
use by 1980. The 1983 edition of the Almanac of China's Economy
reported that over 500 mainframes installed in China were imported
from abroad.
3.2.1 Go Small Trend
China's computer industry is now shifting its emphasis from large
mainframes to small computers that are versatile, convenient and
cheap. The change in focus is partly a result of the worldwide
revolution in integrated-circuit technology that has driven down the
size and cost of computers.
Minicomputers possess the same power and performance attribute
that were previoucl_y the hallmark of the large mainframes. And
today's microcomputers, which are about the size of a typewriter, are
even challenging the performance of the minicomputer.
Some other internal factors may also account for such a change.
First, China has a limited manpower pool of skilled programmers,
operators, and system analysts to maintain big computers. Second, it
can afford to use only large scientific ccnputers, for example in the
oil industry, to the point that commercially viable oil deposits are
actually discovered. Third, Beijing's import policy on computers is
that those computers that can be developed domestically need not be
introduced from abroad. And constructing modest mainframes, although
still by hand, is what the Chinese industry does best. Therefore, go
small seems to better meet China's domestic needs.
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3.2.2 Reverse Engineering
Technology can be transferred between nations in many ways. One
is through the purchase of foreign individual machines and equipment
that embody new technology and that can be used as prototypes to be
copied. This is a slow and ineffective method. It is difficult to
reverse engineer complex machines like computers, to learn the
precise specifications of their materials and parts, and to understand
the many considerations that influenced their design. Often,
attempts at reverse engineering take so long that the copies of
imported machines are obsolete before they can be manufactured on a
large scale. Reverse engineering, moreover, reveals little about the
production and management systems that make efficient production
possible.
If China imports only computers, its industry will be in trouble.
In the long run, the big push must be to acquire technology, not end
products. The Chinese have come to this realization and are beginning
to talk technology transfer.
3.2.3 Purchase of Computer Plants
Pur chase of computer plants seems to be a faster and more
efficient way to acquire and absorb new technology. Recognition of
this led to large-scale buying, culminating in the shopping spree of
1978, and abandonment of a do-it-yourself approach. However,
purchases of complete plants are expensive. Moreover, the
effectiveness of even this method depends on many factors, including
availability of skills locally and the adequacy of the training and
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advisory services that come with the plants. If such services are
restricted to the minimum required to get an imported plant into
initial operation, the knowledge and skills acquired may be limited,
the period required to achieve full utilization may be long, and the
plant operations may be inefficient. Adequate assistance requires
close cooperative arrangements with the suppliers, including, in many
cases, the use of foreign experts for more than brief periods.
China's first electronic computer production line imported from
France began trial operation at the Guangzhou Electronic Computer
Plant in September 1983. The HN-3000 series small computer production
line was purchased under a contract by the China Electronics
Technology Import and Export Corporation from Thomson CSF subsidiary
SEMS (Societe Europene de Mini-Informatique et de Systemes) of France
at the end of 1980.
The production line has 213 sets of machines, including 37
quality control computers fitted in seven workshops°- parts and
components entrance examination, cable with plug manufacturing,
peripheral entrance examination, parts debugging, assembling, whole
machine aligning and data duplicating. It also has a laboratory to
conduct high and low temperature and humidity tests for each computer.
The production line has a designed capacity of producing 400 computers
a year.
The production line is valued at 80 million French francs (US$17
million), including the expenses of designing workshops, supplying
complete sets of equipment, training Chinese personnel, and providing
technical guidance by French specialists, including technical
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literature.
The HN-3 000 series small computer is originally the Solar-16'
series small computer, belonging to the products of the late 1970s.
This series small computer is good in structure, quick in operatior
and steady in performance. It has a maximum storage capacity of
2,048K and an average operational speed of 100,000 to 1.08 millior
calculations per second. The model is designed for use in research,
indexing, data management, automatic control of industrial processes,
and aerial and marine telecommunication networks. It also has a
Chinese character processing system.
The Guangzhou Electronic Computer Plant is one of the plants
affiliated to the Huanan Computer Company in Guangzhou. The HN code
of the HN-3000 series is probably the short form of Huanan.
Two HN-3000 small computers produced by the plant were well
received at the national electronics products exhibition held in
Beijing in September 1982. In addition, Huanan Computer Company had
also received orders from 22 units of 12 provinces and cities
throughout the country by the beginning of November 1983. The
transactions amounted to more than EMB10.6 million.
Under the contract, after the imported production line went into
operation, China and France would continue their technical cooperation
for five years. The SEMS will provide China. with technical materials
relating to the solar computer's renewal and upgrading. The two sides




Importing of hardware in the form of a single plant may be
insufficient to ensure effective utilization of the total technology
imported. China's readjustment of plans in mid-1979, as well as the
accumulation of experience in cooperation with foreign partners, has
shifted its emphasis from the purchase of a complete plant to the need
for some new kinds of cooperative arrangements with foreign
corporations that will help the Chinese acquire the essential
scientific, technical, production, and management expertise required
for effective use of imported plants, machinery and equipment.
The pragmatic approach currently adopted by China is to start
with assembly and testing applications as the means to import the
skills necessary for eventual hardware manufacture in China.
Putting a standardized microcomputer together is not too
difficult, but assembling a larger system is no easy task. The
constant testing and fine-tuning work required will be the real
learning experience for Chinese engineers. A number of various forms
of cooperative arrangement with foreign computer companies has been
adopted by China in order to obtain the required computer technology.
The following real cases are good examples to illustrate the
various new forms of technological cooperation.
3.3.1 Investment in a Foreign Company
China has made its first ever investment in a US company, Santec,
with the infusion of US$2 million into an ailing computer printer
manufacturing firm in January 1984.
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This unprecedented investment has been undertaken by China's
Nanjing Telecommunications Works, which has acquired preferential
shares valued at just less than 20 percent of Santec's equity.
China is to manufacture certain parts of the printer-thus halving
production costs and assisting the company on its road back to
profitability, while giving China first-hand experience of US
industrial operating techniques and management.
3.3.2 Joint Venture
China's first computer joint venture called Sino On-Line has beer.
created with the aim of opening up channels for the import of foreign
technology through Hong Kong and the export of Chinese minicomputers
and terminals.
Sino On-Line, with an initial paid-up capital of HK$1 million
(US$1:HK$5.88) is owned by Beijing Computer Industry Corporation and
China Electronics Import and Export Corporation (CEIEC) with combined
shares of 42)5% Chartered On-Line, with 42.5%, and Chai Luk
International Trading Co., 15%. The contract, signed in mid-July
1982, can be renewed after five years.
The Hong Kong-based joint venture is responsible for training
computer system analysts and technicians from Beijing, providing the
Chinese with the technical knowhow and designs to make and export
Chinese computers.
3.3.3 Licensing
The French small computer systems manufacturer, Logabax, has
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signed a contract with the China National Electronics Technology
Import and Export Corporation for the production, under license, of
its LX200 printing units at the Nanjing Peripherics Factory. The
contract, worth FF30 million (US$5 million) was concluded in May 1981
and will run for five years.
Products, mainly used for plant management and seat reservation
systems, are for the Chinese domestic market. The contract covers
delivery of production equipment and subassemblies necessary to bring
production to an annual level of 2,000 units, and provides for 4,000
man-days of training for Chinese engineers.
3.3.4 Co-production
Radof in 'Elect'rDnics of Hong Kong has been engaged in a
co-production deal to produce computers and video-games in Shenzhen
Special Economic Zone since mid 1982. The products are for export to
US and Europe.
3.3.5 Assembly
Sperry Univac reached a computer assembly cooperation contract
with the State Administration of Computer Industry (SACI) early in
1980.
Other companies, which have entered into similar assembly
contract with China, include Sord,. Sharp, Swire and Sinclair Research
for the assembly of small/micro computers in China.




VARIOUS FORMS OF COOPERATIVE ARRANGEMENTS WITH FOREIGN
COMPANIES FOR TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER INTO THE PRC
Foreign Partner Content of Contract Contract Date
Assembly:
So rd kssembly of small computers Feb. 6, 1980
in Tianjin for export(Japan)
Sperry Univac Computer assembly Mar. 26, 1980
cooperation contract with(US)
the SACI
Sharp Exporting kits to China July 16, 1982
for assembly of(Japan
microcomputers
Swi r e Agreement to assemble Aug. 1, 19 33
(Hong Kong) microcomputers in Fujian
Sinclair Research Agreement to assemble home Oct. 1983
computers in Guangzhou(UK)
Co--production:
Coproduction of -computersRad of in Electronics Aug. 25, 1982
(Hong Kong) and video-games in the
Shenzhen SEZ for export





May 196Production. of LX200Logabax
printing unit under license(France)
at the Nanjing Tele-
communications Factory




July 1982Formed Sino On-Line forChartered On-Line,
providing Chinese with theChai Luk International
technical knowhow and designs(Hong Kong)
to make computers and export
Chinese-made computers
Feb. 1983Formed Sinotype Systems toSun Hung Kai
make micro-based character(Ho ng Kong),
Olympia Werk AC processor
(W. Germany)
Play 1983Formed Zhongming ComputerChada Computer,
Co. to provide technicalJilu International




Investment in a Foreign Company:
June 13, 1983Have agreed to form companySantec Corp.
in Joint Venture to develop(US)
produce and market computer
Drinters
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3.4. Hierarchical Structure of China's Computer Administration
The bulk of China's computer purchases are made by the China
Na tionallns truments Import and Export Corporation (INSTRIMPEX), the
foreign trade corporation set up under the Ministry of Foreign Trade
in February 1979 to handle electronic equipment. Another heavy buyer
of computers, the Ministry of Education, soon may establish its own
trading arm.
In most cases foreign computer exporters deal with either CEIEC
or INTRIMPEX, but there are no clear guidelines on who buys what for
whom. Besides importing for the 4th MMB and SACI, CEIEC is doing
business on the behalf of universities, previously thought to be the
domain of INSTRIMPEX. Because equipment involved in joint ventures
and` lice ,._:ing would involve SACI factories, this business is handled
exclusively by CEIEC. In any event, purchases of all minicomputers
and up need authorization from both the State Scientific and
Technological Commission's Computer Commission and the State Machine
Building Industry Commission. Microcomputer costing over RMB7,500
(US$5, 000) require the latter's approval only if the total is under
this amount, approval from the relevant ministry is sufficient.




INFRASTRUCTURIkL SUPPORT TO TRANSFERRED COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY:
SOFTWARE AND MAINTENANCE SERVICES
Computers purchased by China in the past were a motley collection
of diverse models and makes, and the training, maintenance and supply
of replacements were all handled separately by the users, thus causing
a great deal of waste in manpower, materials and financial resources.
The lack of services, both soft and maintenance, which are
infrastructural support to the transferred computer technology, are
perhaps the greatest impediments to China's computer industry. This
means a lack of applications programming, operator and programmer
training, and routine maintenance and repair. In 1980,- the C China
Computer Technical Services Corporation (CCTSC) was established to
address these needs. Its main tasks are to centralize the management
of training and servicing and the supply of accessories for the
imported computers through its branches and agencies located in
different provinces and cities of the country. The organization has
succeeded in establishing a few service centers and software
development centers (some with foreign help), but has yet to put a.
dent in the problem.
4. 1 Sof twa re Development
In the development of the national economy and services and
technology, the use of computers is urgently required in many fields
in order to raise management efficiency. Consequently, there is a
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great demand for software personnel and technology.
Software is the key to successful implementation of China's
modernization effort, and the time is ripe for China to make massive
investments to establish its software industry.
Also, software eventually may account for 80 percent of a
computer's development cost. Beijing recognizes that it no longer can
afford to emphasize hardware over software as it has in the past.
SACI has sought partners for joint ventures in which a foreign vendor
would develop software programs for both Chinese needs and the export
market.
4.2 Service Centers
Sperry Univac is the first US company to explore the software
market in China, having concluded an agreement first to train SACI
personnel to serve Sperry's systems in China and later to form a Joint
software development company with the China International Trust and
Investment Company (CITIC) in 1.980. Sperry Univac is about to open
the second such center in China. Under an agreement signed with
CCTSC, Sperry Univac has already trained 15 Chinese technicians and is
preparing to ship a 1100/60 mainframe for use at the service center.
When opened, the center will use Sperry-owned computer to provide
hardware and software maintenance and will train the personnel for
Sperry's customer in China. Hewlett-Packard has been operating a
similar center since November 1981. Other computer companies
including Burroughs, IBM, Wang, Honeywell and NEC, etc., are
reportedly pursuing similar service arrangements (Table 5).
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Although most of the service centers established in China have
the same objective, that is, to maintain a full support of software
and maintenance to the end-users, there are still some variations in
the operation of these centers. Five service centers will be
described in more detail in the following sections for. the
illustration of the differences among them.
4.2.1 China Hewlett-Packard Representative Office (1981)
The China Hewlett-Packard Representative Office was opened in
Beijing on November 1981. It is jointly sponsored by the Fourtr
Ministry of Machine Building (Predecessor of the Ministry of
Electronics Industry) of China and the Hewlett-Packard Company of the
US. The representative office is responsible for the sales of all HP
products and provides service and training in software, programming
and maintenance, plus system engineering support.
The representative office is run by the China Electronics Import
and Export Corporation on a commission and fee basis. HP provides
maintenance tool, instruments and spare parts and is responsible for
training Chinese technicians.
What is especially helpful to Chinese buyers and end-users is the
help they get from the office in the form of briefing and advice
regarding US government policies on its export of high grade or
sophisticated electronics. The office also helps them to become
familiar with the ordering formalities and offers service on the
selection of machines and complete sets of equipment, thus shortening
the time spent in order placing.
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In maintenance and repair, the office is responsible for
installing, maintaining and repairing HP computers and other products
for customers. Also supplying spare parts and components, the service
offered by the office helps HP end-users, by shortening the time taken
for repair. The office is also able to conduct other activities in
technical service, such as holding exhibitions, giving lectures and
opening training classes. These activities can help customers to
correctly use HP products and promote the import of advanced
equipment.
4.2.2 Sino-Japanese Computer Sof tware Center (1982)
The Sino-Japanese Computer Software Center was opened in Beijing
on January 14, 1982. It is a cooperative project between China
Computer Technical Service Company and the Nippon Electric Corporation
(NEC). The center is the first cooperative project on software
technology between China and a foreign country.
The center is managed by a joint committee with three members
provided by each side.
The center will develop and produce software and computer
application systems, train Chinese technicians for software projects,
teach basic computer knowledge to enterprise managers, maintain and
exhibit computer hardware and software systems manufactured by the
NEC, exchange computer technology and spread application knowledge.
The establishment of this center has marked further cooperation
in canDuter technology between China and Japan.
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4.2.3 The Bright Star Computer Service Center (1983)
The Bright Star Computer Service Center of the China National
Instruments Import and Export Corporation was opened in Beijing on
November 1, 1983.
The center is managed by the Computer Center of the State
Statistical Bureau (CCSSB). The specialized service center is
responsible, on behalf of IBM Japan Ltd., for installing and
maintaining computers and attached equipment as well as typewriters
and other office products, for IBM customers, both Chinese and
foreign, in China. The center will also train Chinese technicians to
install and maintain the equipment for customers and users, and sell
maintenance parts and information records products.
The establishment of this center will help expand util'ation of
IBM computers in China.
4.2.4 China-Wang Pacific Service Center (1984)
China National Instruments Import and Export Corporation-Wang
Pacific Service Center was opened in Beijing on January 6, 1984.
The service center is for installation and maintenance of the
computers sold in China by the Wang Laboratories Inc. of the US and
those Wang computers now being used by foreign representative offices
and missions in China.
Wang will also train Chinese service engineers and send its own
engineers to the center to give technical guidance.
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4.2.5 Japan-China Cooperative Computer Sof tware Service Center
The System Design Consultant Co. (SCON) of Japan is to cooperate
with Beijing Computer Service Center in developing software. The
medium-sized Tokyo software developer will consign some of its
software development work to the Chinese as part of a plan to
establish a joint software development company, tentatively named the
Japan-China Cooperative Computer Software Service Center. This
ambitious joint venture is expected to focus on five major operations:
taking orders for software development, sales of applications
software, hardware sales and service, data transmission, and contract
calculation and consulting. This joint-venture software house is
expected to be set up within the next three years.
4.3 Other Types of Cooperation
Besides the establishment of service centers, there are other
types of cooperation, which are in the form of compensation trade or
sof tware assembly.
Japan Computer Engineering (JCE) signed a sort of software
assembly agreement with the Bureau of National Computer Industry
whereby JCE will provide training and software designs to Chinese
programmers. The Chinese will code, debug, and test the programs,
which will then be exported to Japan for use in JCE's Star 10
desktop computer.
There has been another contract signed for cooperation in data
entry. Under an American compensation trade agreement between Pacific
Data Service Inc. and the Qinghua University, the joint company,
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Qinghua Technical Services Corporation, enters data tor its clients on
two Sperry Univac 1900/10 CADE data entry systems. Pacific Data then
markets the service in the US. The project is now in full swing with
200-US trained Chinese technicians working three shifts a day to enter
data at 64 CRT entry stations.
From the illustration of the two cases above, the mutually
beneficial agreement was reached through the incentive of
export-oriented services offered by China and marketed by the foreign
partner. The vendors also view the training of Chinese technicians
as, primarily, a future investment in the Chinese market.
China views the expanded use of computers and development of
indigenous software industry as an integral part of modernization.
The country is currently developing a 15-year plan for promotion of
the software industry to begin in 1985.
China plans to boost the number of its computer software
specialists from the current 10,000 to 100,000 by 1990.
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Ch APTER V
TECHNICAL COOPERATION ON DEVELOPING CHINESE-LANGUAGE COMPUTER
To feed Chinese characters into a computer has been a problem for
a couple of decades and has become still more pressing now that the
PRC has become a flourishing market for computers. The major handicap
that hinders the progress of the micro-chip in all Chinese-speaking
countries is the way in which the language is written. Chinese, with
its numerous homophones cannot be handled in an alphabetical form, and
the characters are very difficult to encode.
There have been a variety of methods devised for expressing
computer language in Chinese. How to standardize output as well as
the dilemma of rapid and accurate input are still the unsolved
questions stretching the researchers' brains. In addition, the
various Chinese-language systems are hardly compatible with each
other.
Taiwan and Hong Kong have already suffered from these problems.
However, lately a singular system- the Chang Ji ( 仓 颉 ) method-
was accepted in Taiwan, and has also found its way to Hong Kong.
Even though the Chang Ji way is not perfect and is thought by
some users to be the most difficult to grasp, it appeared that this
method of composing Chinese characters utilizing a Roman alphabet
keyboard would win widespread approval and acceptance when it was
disclosed that the giant American computer corporation, IBM, had
decided to adopt it in the development of its programme in Chinese.
An agreement on the cooperation of the China National Machinery
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Equipment Import and Export Corporation and IBM was reached in July
1982. It is learnt that, according to the agreement, IBM agreed to
provide some data concerned with IBM's computer Type 4341 to China's
Chinese character processor. The Chinese agreed to provide IBM with
experience on the Chinese character processor and help IBM try its own
Chinese character processor on China's 4341 Type machine. This
includes the designing of characters in the Chinese and Japanese
languages, number and placement of Chinese characters in big
keyboards, on the basis of the frequency of their occurence in the
language. IBM agreed to provide free of charge the hardware and
relative software for Chinese character processor for one-year use.
On the other hand, China announced that two institutes in Beijing
and Guangzhou had jointly developed a relatively easy way to compose
Chinese characters. This method does not require the operator to
memorize any rigid rules other than the traditional way of writing
Chinese characters- from left to right, from top to bottom, and from
perimeters to the inner radicals. The innovation had won the
endorsement of two Japanese electronics corporations, Sanyo and Sony,
which had requested joint ventures in the production of this type of
microprocessor.
Should this method be adopted, it could challenge Taiwan's Chang
Ji system with the result that the two systems be adopted worldwide
and compete with each other, in much the same way as do the
incompatible PAL and NTSC systems in the television sector.
Nevertheless, the fact that both Beijing and Taipei have devised
a standardized way of Chinese character data processing is most
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encouraging to the development of this branch of technology. Both
systems will have to compete in a world market and the more easily
adaptable will win in the world.
While Taiwan has gone a long way in this branch of the science,
Beijing's attempt is still in initial stages. But, given its manpower
and other resources, the potential for development in the mainland is
great. In a few years, Beijing may well be an exporter of computer
techonlogy to less advanced countries.
The following Table 6 is a list of the agreements signed between
China and foreign computer enterpirses regarding the development of
Chinese-language computer.
TABLE 6
DEVELOPMENT OF CHINESES-LANGUAGE COMPUTERS WITH FOREIGN PARTNERS
Date ofContent ofChineseForeign
AnnouncementPartner AgreementPartner
Oct 17, 198:Hitachi Beijing Jointly develop









Aug 2, 1982China Exchange technicalIBM
Na tional assistance on(US)






INTERNATIONAL AGENCIES' SUPPORT TO CHINA'S COMPUTER MODERNIZATION
I. 1 World Bank Funding
China was conferred World Bank membership in May 1980. Early on,
the World Bank prepared a report of almost a thousand pages, whic1
pinpointed some of China's real needs for energy conservation, energy
development, agricultural modernization, improvement in educational
standards, and better communications. Based on its study, the Bank
reportedly drew up a project plan for the approximately US $800 million
that was available through 1983, with an equal emphasis on spending
for education, agriculture, energy, and transportation. Funding fo
source- the International. Development Association (IDA) and its hard
loan organization- the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (IBRD) funding. IDA financing is virtually free. IBRD
loans carry an annual interest rate of 11.43 percent, compared with a
0.75 percent service fee charged on IDA loans. Now only about 10
percent of Bank projects currently under preparation in China involve
IDA f inancing.
The Bank's first China loan was signed in November 1981, calling
for US $2 00 million in expenditures (half and half IDA/ IB RD) fo r
instruments, computer equipment, and training at 26 key Chinese
universities.
China National Technical Import Corporation (TECHIMPORT) serves
these projects was to be split 50-50 between the Bank's soft loar
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as agent for Chinese ministries procuring equipment under the Bank's
loans. American firms won about half of the US$43 million awarded in
the first round of bidding on China's educational loan, while Japanese
firms won a third of the awards, and European companies won 15
percent.
6.1.1 University Development Program
The first order for a computer system was awarded to Honeywell by
the Ministry of Education for 14 DPS-8 mainframes to be installed at
universities throughout the country. The systems are worth US$15
pillion. Honeywell is also virtually certain to win the order for the
subsequent 12 machines.
The World Bank itself aparently favoured splitting the order,
which forms part of a massive, US$200 million drive to upgrade China's
universities, between different vendors. But the Ministry insisted on
awarding the entire package to Honeywell.
Fierce competition was a feature of the tendering for the
education order, since the machines selected will be used to train a
generation of Chinese computer scientists, who will- it is assumed-
influence the placing of future orders.
The computer systems purchased for 26 key Chinese universities
will be used in the students programming and design and in teaching,
testing, software development, scietific and engineering
computerization, as well as administrative management. In purchasing,
consideration will be given primarily to the needs of the students in
their basic training on the use of computers, with some attention paid
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to the needs of scientific. calculation and administrative management.
The emphasis will differ from university to university.
Of the 26 universities and colleges, 14 will purchase
medium-sized systems. They include the followings:
Nanjing UniversityQinghua University
Beijing University Nanjing Polytechnic
Jiaotong University in Xian Zhejiang University
Dalien Polytechnic China University of Science
Central China Polytechnic and Technology
Tianjin UniversityJilin University
Fudan University
The other 12 will import minicomputers. They are:
Xiamen UniversitySichuan University
Chongqing University Shangdong University
Lanzhou University Beijing Medical College
Zhongshan (Sun Yat-sen) University Beijing Teachers' University
Wuhan University Beijing Agricultural College
East China Teachers' University Nankai University
6.1.2 Other Projects Funded by the World Bank
The World Bank will finance projects over next year that will
spawn many millions of dollars of computer contracts in China. Tender
documents have already been issued for the Agricultural Education and
Research Project, financed by the International Development
Association (IDA), which include US$11 million for computer purchases.
This project, implemented by the Ministry of Agriculture, Animal
Husbandry, and Fisheries, and TECHIMPORT, will require high-end
minicomputers for teaching, research, and records management, as well
as 15 microcomputer systems for seven colleges, and several low-end
mainframe computers for specific research needs. The project also
includes US$26.8 million for scientific instruments, many of which
will contain microcomputers.
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The World Bank's Daging Oil Field project, approved in January
1983 and up for bidding in the summer of the same year, requires
US$16. 7 million worth of equipment for a computer center. The center
will consist of a mult i--canputer network with a broad range of system
and application software.
6. 2 U. N. Aid for China's Computer Modernization
The first internationally funded development to be welcomed by
Beijing after a 30-year hiatus will give thousands of Chinese
technicians, planners, and administrators access to US-made electronic
data processing facilities for economic research and decision making.
6.2.1 First UN Aided Computer Project in China
The United Nations Development Program (UNDP) 's first
computer-related project was a US$6.7 million grant in 1979 to help
set up the International Economic Information Center in Beijing.. The
center is now operating with the following equipment:
A Burroughs B6810 mainframe US $2 .3 million
16 Burroughs TDA-30 display terminals






A Pertec XL-40 data-entry system US $15 5, 000
* Figures for these items were not available.
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The UNDP will own all of the equipment until ccmpledon of the
project in March 1984, at which time legal title will be transferred
to China.
Thirty four approved Chinese agencies are now connected to the
system, spread over its four branches, which are located at the
Ministry of Foreign Economics and Trade, the Ministry of the Machine
Building Industry, the People's University, and the Beijing Industry
University. The center is the largest UNDP-backed project in the PRC.
A partial listing of Chinese end-users is presented in Appendix S.
b. 2.2 The Beijing Institute of Software Research and Training
The Beijing Institute of Software Research and Training (BIS) is
China's first central facility in computer software and training. The
institute is funded by the recently established UN Financing System
for Science and Technology Development (UNF SSTD), but implemented by
UNDP.
The genesis of the center dates back to late 1982, when the
government authorized the establishment of an institute to accelerate
the indigenous development of computer science, with particular
emphasis on software engineering techniques.
The center operates in four sectors: an administrative office in
charge of international exchanges of personnel, technology and
information a division to promote research a sector for training
senior software personnel up to a master's-degree level, and a data
processing service division.
The immediate objective of BIS is to develop capabilities of
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direct relevence to the nation's most pressing problems. The center's
focus will include training and preparing systems for Chinese
character processing, office automation, mechanical translation,
computer graphics, databases, computer networks and data
communication, and microcomputer networks.
Every year, the institute's training division will enroll 30-50
university graduates, who will be given, within their two year
program, more than 10 computer-software courses at the master's-degree
level by both Chinese and foreign experts.
Technical responsibility for the training curriculum, the mapping
of research and international exchange projects and the selecting and
training of teachers was given to RUNIT, the Norwegian Institute of
Technology's computer center in Trondheim. Norway is also providing,:
technology and expertise through Norsk Data.
When the institute is fully operational in 1984, it will produce
a timely and catalytic effect on China's economic and technological
development.
6.2.3 UN Fund for Population Activities in China
Under the UN funded census program in China, 21 of the PRC's
provincial capitals (except Lhasa, Tibet) used IBM's technology and
equipment to help with China's population census in 1981. The program
was partly supported by a four-year, US$50 million grant from the UN
Fund for Population Activities. The IBM order was for one 4341
mainframe computer, 20 4331 minicomputers, and 170 system 52-80 data-
entry machines.
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Following the census, the computer network will be used to
process data from. 6,000 key industrial enterprises that send reports
to China's State Statistical Bureau everyday.
The acquisition of computer technology through the first UN
funded scientific census was just parachuted in to solve a specific
problem. In contrast, BIS should bring China into the computer age on
its own.
6.2.4 Future UN Aided Projects
One prospective project now under discussion is the establishment-
of a central information center for the Ministry of Foreign Economic
Relations and Trade. This project, to be implemented by the UN
Conference on Trade and Development, is expected to require a large
computer system.
This is only the first wave of computer-related projects funded
by UN agencies. UNDP's US $100 million-plus budget for China through
1986 is aimed at high technology projects in a number of fields. One
UN source said that as much as 50 percent of those projects will
involve computers.
The Beijing computing project could become the model for building
a complete nationwide network for scientific and technological
research. In that case, China would have to set up regional computing
centers supporting hundreds of remote-entry terminals in the local
branch offices of ministries and state bureaus. Future orders will
also be financed by funds from China's quota at the UNDP.
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CHAPTER VII
HIGH TECHNOLOGY EXPORT CONTROL BY FOREIGN COUNTRIES
AND TECHNOLOGY SMUGGLING
As some of the dual-purpose (civilian and potential military)
high-technology equipment may present a national security concern to
the United States and its allies, the US and the COCOM* prohibit
exports of this technology to certain proscribed destinations whcih
include China, Cuba, North Korea, Vietna-n, Cambodia and Warsaw Pact
countries.
7.1 The U.S. Control
The United States high-technology export policy towards China has
been slated for liberization by the administration of President Ronald
Reagan. The recently announced administrative change culminates an
evolution that began with Nixon' s open door policy in 1972 and has
spanned four administrations. China has been classified in Country
Group P since the spring of 1980 when the Carter administration
removed it from Group Y, which contains the USSR and its East-Bloc
allies. As a sole member of Group P, China was designated as a
non-enemy but not a friend. Under this classification, China was
treated only slightly better than Warsaw Pact countries. However,
there were amendments setting new, more liberal technical guidelines
for certain dual-use computer and electronic exports to China.
Three main policies were set forth in the liberalized guidelines.
(1) All validated export licenses not requiring COCOM review
*COCOM is a Paris-based coordinating committee tor East-West
trade policy, especially for export controls on strategic
goods to communist countries.
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would be processed by the Department of Commerce without
interagency review. (3-fold reduction in processing time)
(2) There would be a presumption of approval for most products
with technical levels twice those previously approved.
(3) Cases above the double threshold would be considered on a
case-by-case basis.
The Department of Commerce and the Department of Defense always
differ over the interpretation of technical guidelines. This
interagency difference of opinion resulted in a failure to implement
new, more liberal guidelines.
In May of 1983, President Reagan decided to place China in the
same export category as certain other friendly countries, that is,
category V which includes Japan, NATO countries, India and Yugoslavia.
Being cls sified in Category V means that the qualitative ceiling on
technology exports to China will be raised. It is the President's
belief that US technology transfer should support China's
technological and economic modernization, support China's integration
within the world economic system, and assist the stable development of
China's economy.
An interagency Export Control Steering Comia tt_ee, composed of
representatives from. the National Security Council and the State,
Commerce and Defense Departments, is laying the groundwork now for the
policy's implementation.
The new technology transfer to the PRC is intended to
substantially increase the flow of technology and equipment while
retaining national security controls on truly sensitive equipment and
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tecnnology. ire reutagon can limit the export or i teems under tour
special missions: anti-submarine warfare, electronic warfare,
nuclear weapons and intelligence gathering. The criterion for
dual-use equipment is that the technology will not contribute to a
country's military capability to the detriment of US security
interests. In the case of China, equipment that might have military
applications would not necessarily be detrimental to US security
interests given the US-China strategic alliance.
Under the new technology transfer guidelines, there will be three
zones established to guide the licensing decisions. They are: Green
Zone, Intermediate Zone, and Red Zone.
Green zone license applications will receive routine approval.
The green zone represents a major change in the policy because almost
75% of PRC applications will fall within the green zone which includes
medium-scale mainframe computers, almost all 16-bit microcomputers,
many kinds of advanced semiconductor-production equipment, and
oscilloscopes. Microchips, except for the most advanced types, are on
the green list. Previously, computers with a speed of up to 32
million bits-a-second were on the list, now machines with processing
capability of 155 million bits of information are on the list,
implying automatic approval.
The intermediate zone is for high technology and will require
case-by-case review by the Defense Department and other agencies, as
appropriate.
The red zone includes the most advanced technologies that the US
would usually not share even with its closest allies and the red zone
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list will be kept classified and not be divulged. In addition, a
senior interagency group under the National Security Council will
review quarterly the progress in implementation: of the new policy and
will make alterations as appropriate.
The liberalised policy will make available to China semiconductor
fabrication equipment, software for ccmputer-aided design and
manufacture (CAD and CAM), and general-use high-speed computers. The
most advanced computers, such as the Cray, would not be approved.
The new US export policy is being closely coordinated with its
COCOM allies so as to continue to ho nour its multilateral control
obligations.
7.2 The COCOM Control
COCOM began life in 1950 and comprises Japan and all NATO
countries except Iceland and Spain (which is not yet fully in
alliance). It is a Paris--based coordinating committee for East-West
trade policy, especially for export controls on strategic goods 'Co
communist countries.
The US has radically increased the sophistication of technology
which it wants to, and is ti-Tilling to let other members, sell to China
(such as the IBM 4300 series computer for the Chinese census). A
battle within the ranks of COCOM between the US and Japan has started
for the dominant position in the huge potential market in China.
Of ficial_s in Tokyo have been quoted as accusing the US of trying to
use COCOM regulations to favour its own computer industry. The
Americans were opposing the sale of an Hitachi computer because it
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might be used for strategic purposes while the Japanese were blocking
the lease to the Chinese of an even larger American machine. The
Japanese computer was identified as an Hitac M-180 for Beijing
University. The American one was an IBM-303, for mineral resource
analysis.
COCOM regula tions stipulate that all 15 member countries,
including the US, Japan, West Germany and France, must agree to a sale
before it can go through.
In order to block certain sophisticated technology from leaking
to China, exports to Hong Kong firms found to have Chinese backing or
strong ties to the mainland are given the same treatment as exports to
the PRC. The criteria for considering export license applications
from Hong Kong and other free-world destinations rest on the risk of
diversion to proscribed destinatons.
Export controls limit the power, memory size and speed of
computers sold to China and the technological sophistication of
equipment for manufacturing ICs and other components. In general,
microcomputer sales are unaffected because their processing speed and
memory capacity are well below the 1-..mi is set by COCOM. But sales of
more sophisticated mainframe computers have sometimes been held. up.
The following table shows some of the sales of computers to China
still awaiting export control approval.
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TABLE 7
COr1PUTER SALES CONTRACT PENDING EXPORT LICENSE APPROVAL
Company RemarksEquipment End--Users




CDC Cyber 750 Ministry or
Petroleum
Prime 750Pr ime Petroleum Australian
sector goverment
aid project












Trade restrictions between the US and the FRC have been greatly
relaxed since 1979, when China was granted Most Favoured Nation Status
by the US. Successive actions in February 1980 and June 1981 further
reduced export restrictions on certain types of military equipment.
In October 1983, Washington classified China as a friendly,
non-allied nation with liberalization and clarification of its
controls on sales to China. This has made 75 percent of all export
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licenses for China sales fall within newly liberalized procedures foi
seven technology categories: computers, computerized instruments,
microcircuits, electronic instruments, recording equipment,
semiconductor production equipment and oscilloscopes.
However, the relaxing rules still deny Beijing many high-
technology items under the US Arms Export Control Act, which prohibitE
the sale of some sophisticated military equipment or equipment for
military purposes to certain countries, including China.
China's large electronic industry, which has recently beer
somewhat reorganized, continues to make steady if unspectacular
progress. Despite the progress, an important aspect of the
comprehensive defense plan formulated by the Chinese is the
acquisition of advanced western technology. The Chinese are primarily
interested in sophisticated electronics and computer ware. But they
are not allowed to buy certain military technology available to US
allies in Europe and Asia. The existing legitimate channels to secure
some appropriate technology is frustrated by the export control of the
US and its allies. In order to circumvent those controls and increase
its ability to obtain a more desirable rate of access to and use of
advanced technology, clandestine acquisition of Wes tern electronics
equipment and know-how have recently increased.
While the Chinese government does not seem to have devised a
formal policy concerning illegal efforts for the importation of
foreign technology, it is likely that the PRC is utilizing commercial
channels and science and technology exchanges to supplement gains from
legitimate purchases. The establishment of bogus trade companies, the
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use of triendly countries as third party, misrepresentation of end use
and the use of Chinese delegates and exchange students to obtair
desired items, are employed to bolster legitimate trade methods of
obtaining technology needed for military modernization programs.
However, it is China's contention that China has been sending out
students and research and other personnel within the framework of
normal scientific and technological cooperation and exchanges.
The following are two of the latest examples of smuggling
advanced computer technology from the US to the PRC.
US federal agents charged a Hong Kong resident on February 6,
1984 with attempting to illegally ship computer components into China.
Five days later, February 11, another five people led by a Chinese
national were arrested by US customs claiming that they were
attempting to smuggle 14 items worth. US$1 billion (about HK$7.8
billion) into China, including sophisticated computer and radar
jamming equipment.
Although the Chinese government denied involvement in these two
alleged smuggling schemes, one of those arrested has high-ranking
family connections within the Chinese government.
All the smugglers have been arrested after a year-long undercover
operation. They had a shopping list that could have been worth about
US$1 billion (about HK$ 7.8 billion).
The Commerce Secretary of the US, Mr. Malcolm Baldrige, said that
he could not deny that technology smuggling might have an effect on




China started to develop its computer industry much later thm
Western industrialized countries. In order to cope with its Fou
Modernizations policy announced in the late 1970's, the Chines
government has been formulating and implementing a series of program
to improve its computer technology and to popularize the use c
computers throughout the country. Every effort is made to aim at th
target of catching up to the technological level of Western countrie
by the end of this century.
In view of the late and slow development of its compute
industry, China has abandoned its self-reliant policy and strongl
emphasises the learning of technology from advanced countries abroad
There is the advantage of saving much time in learning from other
because most of the mistakes encountered in the normal course o:
technology development will not be duplicated if such technology ca
be directly acquired.
Both reverse engineering and purchase of a complete productioi
line are found to be ineffective and inefficient for technology
transfer. China has realized this from its past experience. Upon the
formation of the Joint Venture Law in 1979, a. number of nee
cooperative arrangement with foreign enterprises have been devised it
order to import advanced technology into China. Many caiiputex
projects currently carried out in China are under agreements such as
joint ventures, coproduction, licensing production and assemblies.
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Contracts are always made under the principle of enjoying mutua:
benefits for both parties.
Western countries, such as the U.S. and its allies, have impose(
very strict controls on the export of strategic and high technology
products to communist countries for security reasons. China coulc
hardly gain access to advanced computer technology until the
relaxation of export policy by the U.S. in September 1983. Technology
smuggling is therefore adpoted by some of the communist countries tc
circumvent the export restrictions. As the relationships betweer
China and Western countries have been improved, it is unwise for Chine
to continue any illegal processes of obtaining foreign technology.
Doing so only hurts the Chinese reputation in the world.
Besides the relaxation of export ce,atrol by the U.S., the
positive supports from the United Nations and the World Bank also help
to facilitate Chinese acquisition of the most sophisticated technology
from abroad.
The emphasis of computer technology is now shifting from hardware
to software. It is essential to strengthen the supporting service,
both software and maintenance, which may be viewed as the
infrastructure of the computer industry, so that the application of
computers can be more popularized throughout the country.
The lack of a standardized Chinese-language computer is another
burden to the use of computers in China. Many foreign computer
manufacturers have considered China as the most favourable and
suitable place to develop a Chinese-language computer. This may give
China more opportunities to absorb advanced technology through
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cooperative arrangements with foreign partners.
When China reaches the level of foreign computer technology, and
has the ability to mass produce computing machines as well as
possessing the adequate technical resources and software supports, it
will not only attain its four modernizations, but it will also become
one of the major computer exporters to compete with other major
computer manufacturing countries, such as the U.S. and Japan.
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APPENDIX 1
CHINA'S IAW ON JOINT VENTURE
Article 1. With a view to expanding international econoIDi
cooperation and technological exchange, the People's Republic of Chin
permits fo reign companies, enterprises, other economic entities o1
individuals (hereinafter referred to as foreign participants) t
incorporate themselves, within the territory of the People's Republic of
China, into joint ventures with Chinese companies, enterprises or other
economic entities (hereinafter referred to as Chinese participants) oz
the principle of equality and mutual benefit and subject tc
authorization by the Chinese government.
Article 2. The Chinese government protects, by the legislation it
force, the resources invested by a foreign participant in a joint
venture and the profits due him pursuant to the agreements, contract:
and articles of association authorized by the Chinese government as well
as his other lawful rights and interests.
All the activities of a joint venture shall be governed by the
laws, decrees and pertinent rules and regulations of the People's
Republic of China.
Article 3. A joint venture shall apply to the foreign investment
commission of the Peopl,_ 's Republic of China for authorization of the
agreements and contracts concluded between the parties to the venture
and the articles of association of the venture formulated by them, and
the commission shall authorize or reject these documents within three
months. When authorized, the joint venture shall register with the
general administration for industry and commerce of the People's
Republic of China and start operations under license.
Article 4. A joint venture shall take the form of a limited
liability company.
In the registered capital of a joint venture, the proportion of the
investment contributed by the foreign partcipan.t(s) shall in general not
be less than 25 percent.
The profits, risks and losses of a joint venture shall be shared by
the parties to the venture in proportion to their contributions to the
registered capital.
The transfer of on party's share in the registered capital shall be
effected only with the consent of the other parties to the venture.
Article 5. Each party to a joint venture may contribute cash,
capital goods, industrial property rights, etc. as its investment in the
venture.
The technology or equipment contributed by any foreign participant
as investment shall be truly advanced and appropriate to China, s needs.
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In cases of losses caused by deception through the international
provision of outdated equipment or technology, compensation shall be
The investment contributed by a Chinese participant may include the
right to the use of a site provided for the joint venture during the
period of its operation. In case such a contribution does not
constitute a part of the investment from the Chinese participant, the
joint venture shall pay the Chinese government for its use.
The various contributions referred to in the present article shall
be specified in the contracts concerning the joint venture or in its
articles of association, and the value of each contribution (excluding
that of the site) shall be ascertained by the parties to the venture
through joint assessment.
Article 6. A joint venture shall have a board of directors with a
composition stipulated in the contracts and the articles of association
after consultation between the parties to the venture, and each director
shall be appointed or removed by his own side. The board of directors
shall have a chairman appointed by the Chinese participant and one or
two vice-chairmen appointed by the foreign participant(s). In handling
an important problem, the board of directors shall reach decision
through consultation by the participants on the principle of equality
and mutual benefit.
The board of directors is empowered to discuss and take action on,
pursuant to the provisions of the articles of association- of the joint
venture, all fundamental issues concerning the venture, namely,
expansion projects, production and business programs, the budget,
distribution of profits, plans concerning manpower and pay scales, the
termination of business, the appointment or hiring of the president, the
vice-president(s), the chief engineer, the treasurer and the auditors as
well as their functions and powers and their remuneration, etc.
The president and vice-president(s) (or the general manager(s) in a
factory) shall be chosen from the various parties to the joint venture.
Procedures covering the employment and discharge of the workers and
staff members of a joint venture shall be stipulated according to law in
the agreement or contract concluded between the parties to the venture.
Article 7. The net profit of a joint venture shall be distributed
between the parties to the venture in proportion to their respective
shares in the registered capital after the payment of a joint venture
income tax on its gross profit pursuant to the tax laws of the People's
Republic of China and after the deductions therefrom as stipulated in
the articles of association of the venture for the reserve funds, the
bonus and welfare funds for the workers and staff members and the
expansion funds of the venture.
A joint venture equipped with up-to-date technology by world
standards may apply for a reduction of or exemption from income tax for
the first two to three profit making years.
paid for the losses.
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A foreign participant who re-invests any part of his share of the
net profit within Chinese territory may apply for the restitution of a
part of the income taxes paid.
Article 8. A joint venture shall open an account with the Bank of
China or a bank approved by the Bank of China.
A joint venture shall conduct its foreign exchange transactions in
accordance with the fo reign exchange regulations of the People's
Republic of China.
A joint venture may, in its business operations, obtain funds from
foreign directly.
The insurances appropriate to a joint venture shall be furnished by
Chinese insurance companies.
Article 9. The production and business programs of a joint venture
shall be filed with the authorities concerned and shall be implemented
through business contracts.
In its purchase of required raw and semi-processed materials,
fuels, auxiliary equipment, ets., a joint venture should give first
priority to Chinese sources, but may also acquire them directly from the
world market with its own foreign exchange funds.
A joint venture is encouraged to market its products outside China.
It may distribute its export products on foreign markets through direct
channels or its associated agencies or China's foreign trade
establishments. Its products may also be distributed on the Chinese
market.
Wherever necessary, a joint venture may set up affiliated agencies
outside China.
Profit, wage may be remitted abroad.
Article 10. The net profit which a foreign participant receives as
his share after executing his obligations under the pertinent laws and
agreements and contracts, the funds he receives at the time when the
joint venture terminates or grinds up its operations, and his other funds
may be remitted abroad through the Bank of China in accordance with the
foreign exchange regulations and in the currency or currencies specified
in the contracts concerning the joint venture.
A foreign participant shall receive encouragements for depositing
in the Bank of China any part of the foreign exchange which he is
entitled to remit abroad.
Article 11. The wages, salaries or other legitimate income earned
by a foreign worker or staff member of a joint venture, after payment of
the personal income tax under the tax laws of the People's Republic of
China, may be remitted abroad through the Bank of China in accordance
with the foreign exchange regulations.
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Article 12. The contract period of a joint venture way be agree(]
upon between the parties to the venture according to its particular li nE
of business and circumstances. The period may be extended upo r
expiration through agreement between the parties, subject tc
authorization by the foreign investment commission of the People's
Republic of China. Any application for such extension shall be made six
months before the expiration of the contract.
Article 13. In cases of heavy losses, the failure of any party to a
joint venture to execute its obligations under the contracts or the
articles of association of the venture, force majeure, etc. prior to the
expiration of the contract period of a joint venture, the contract may
be terminated before the date of expiration by consultation and
agreement between the parties and through authorization by the foreign
investment commission of the People's Republic of China and registration
with the general administration for industry and commerce. In cases of
losses caused by breach of the contract(s) by a party to the venture,
the financial responsibility shall be borne by the said party.
Article 14. Disputes arising between the parties to a joint venture
which the board of directors fails to settle through consulatation may
be settled through conciliation or arbitration by an arbitral body
agreed upon by the parties.
Article 15. The present law comes into force on the date of its




CHAPTER VI OF THE REGULATIONSO
THE IMPLEMENTATION OF CHINA'S JOINT VENTURE LkW
Chapter VI Acquisition of Technology
Article 43. The acquisition of technology mentioned in this
chapter refers to the necessary technology obtained by the joint venture
by means of technology transfer from a third party or participants.
Article 44. The technology acquired by the joint venture shall be
appropriate and advanced and enable the venture's products to display
conspicuous social economic results domestically or to be competitive on
the international market.
Article 45. The right of the joint venture to do business
independently shall be maintained when making technology transfer
agreements, and relevent documentation shall be provided by the
technology exporting party in accordance with the provisions of Article
29 of the Regulations.
Article 46. The technology transfer agreements signed by a joint
venture shall be examined and agreed to by the department in charge of
the joint venture and then submitted for approval to the examination and
approval authority.
Technology transfer agreements shall comply with the following
stipulations:
(1) Expenses for the use of technology shall be fair and
reasonable. Payments are generally made in royalties, and the royalty
rate shall not be higher than the standard international rate, which
shall be calculated on the basis of the net sales of the products with
the relevant technology or other reasonable means agreed upon by both
parties.
(2) Unless otherwise agreed upon by both parties, the technology
exporting party shall not put any restrictions on the quantity, price,
or region of sale of the products that are to be exported by the
technology importing party.
(3) The term for a technology transfer agreement is generally not
longer than ten years.
(4) After the expiration of a technology transfer agreement, the
technology importing party shall have the right to use the technology
continuously.
(5) Conditions for mutual exchange of information on the
improvement of technology by both parties of the technology transfer
agreement shall be reciprocal.
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(6) The technology importing party shall have the right to buy the
equipment, parts, and raw materials needed from sources they deem
suitable.
(7) No irrational restrictive clauses prohibited by Chinese law and
regulations shall be included.
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APPENDIX 3
SUMMARY OF CHINESE COMP. UTER DEVELOPMEN1
Year Models Components Remarks









1964 DJS -3, 103, 501
1965 DJS-7, x-2, C-2
1966 DJS-6, DJS-21, TQ-1, XY-2 Cultural
Revolution
1967 109, 109C, 6 65
1968 441 B3
1969
1970 LJS-b, Iii Integrated circuits
1971 TQ-3, TQ-11, TQ-16, TQ-31
1972 DJS-17, 709
1973 TQ-6, 150, 655, 719
1974 DJS-11, DJS-18, 702, 7756
1975 731
1976 DJS -120, DJS -13 0, 013 Fall of Gang
Four
1977 DJS-050, DJS-131, DJS-154,
TQ-5A, TQ-31
1978 DJS-140, DJS-155, DJS-183, Four
DJS-210, DJS-220, DJS-2 40, Modernize tion
DJS-2 60, DJS-3 00, HDS-9 Program
1979 DJS-l 53, DJS-184, DJS-18 5,
77
0611980





19 83 Virtual system
1984 Galaxy Supercomputer
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AYFE NllJ X 4
LIST OF COMPUTERS MADE AND CURRENTLY USED IN CH INr
(A) Nonserial Models:
Word length Memo ry Rated speed
Model (bit) (operations/ sec)(K-byte) Remarks
DJS-6 48 16-32 100$000
DJS-8 48 32 100,000
DJS-1 1 48 128 1,000,000
DJS-18 48 64 1501000
TQ-6 48 128 1)000)000
48 32-64T Q-16 150)000
731 48 64 200)000
n1I 1 2R48 2)000$000 Comparable
to IBM 37C
HDS-9 48 51 2 5)000 )000
HDS-801 32 64-2 56 500, 000
r nGalaxy na 100, 000, 000
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(B) Serial Models:
Word length Memory Rated speed
Model (K-byte)(bit) Remarks(operations/sec)
DJS-100 16 32 600.%000
DJS -101 16 8-32 400,000
DJS-1 10 16 4-12 90, 000
DJS-1 12 16 4-3 2MO S 1501000
DJS-1 20 16 32 2001000
DJS-1 30 16 32 500, 000
DJS -131 16 32 500)000
DJS-1 32 (Upgraded DJS -132)
DJS-1 35 (Same as DJS -131)
DJS-140 16 na na
DJS -153 16 32-128 1, 400, 000
DJS-154 16 32 200,000
DJS-183 16 28 5001000
DJS-184 16 32-128 500,000 Comparable
to PDP-11/60
DJS-185 16 32-124 500, 000 Comparable
to PDP-11/70
DJS-186 16 16-128MOS 1,000,000
DJS-2 10 32 32 70, 000
DJS-220 32 150, 000 Comparable
to IBM 36/50
DJS-240 64 64 500,000
DJS -2 6 0 64 128 1,500,000





Word length Major Technical
Model Characteristics Remarks(bit)
DJS-035 na Based on Rock-Single board computer
well AIM-65
microcomputer









DJS-0 51 8 4-6K RAM, 2K EPROM, 78 instructions
DJS-0 52 8 8-48K RAM, 2-16K EPROM, 78 instructions
DJS-0 54 8 8-6 4K RAM) 2-4K EPROM) 78 instructions
DJS-0 60 8 Single board computer Utilizes
Motorola 6 800
computer chips
DJS-0 61 8 2-8K RAM, 2-8K ROM
DJS -0 6 2 8 8-64K RAM, 1K Ra1,
1K EPROM, 72 intructions
DJS -O 6:3 8 16-48K, 1 MH, 72 instructions










MAJOR WORLDWIDE COMPUTER EXPORTS TO CHINA
(1974--80)
ValueCompany/Product Application Installation Status of Deal(Thousand USS)
United States
Aydin Corp.
Twomodel5216 color display For researchon process BeijingInst. of Physics $275 contract announced5/80systems control
BurroughsCorp.
1. TwoB3950, one B876 with Train studentsin basic BeijingInst. of Foreign $2,200 contract signed9/79,35 MT600data entry systems accounting,handlingcif Trade installed 9/80
andthree small-scale import-exportcontract
computers management








I. TwoCyter 172s upgraded Gtophvcical exploration Zhouxian sourwest $6000 ordered1 /75, exportlicenseto 720s Beiling approved 9/762. Ten 720s, one 73O, and one CseophysiaIexploration S09.000Two720s in Bewns contract signed12/78,750 sottware and training Ianlln, Uruma export license approvedabout $2500 cont tvalue zhouxian, and or 720s 9/80 license
provided by Compagnie GuanxiProvince. 1endin} for 730 and 750Generale de Geophysiclue 75O in Beijingant
730 in Dagingotheld
3. OMEs(peripherals) For attachmentto Chinese NA $200
computers
4. One Cyber 18 minicomputer To assist four-month $200National Ctrtor export license pendingwith CRI terminals enterprise management Industral Sclence




1 0OOOSystemmictocrmputers Educationalscientitie NA $ 1000 orders,placedandfulfilled
and business Overthe year
Duedalus
Infrared multispectralimage Airborneoil exploration NA contractsigned 1976 exportsenstngunits
license approved6/78
Data General
Nova 1200 abrough us Usedas modeltor the DIS-100 Severs delivered in 1976Japaneselicensing hardwaredesign of computer now
China'sDIS -100 sevens operate throughes
computers China
Digstal ResouicesCorp
Sottware with six DECPDP Oil exploration Exlor ation sottware $1000 conractsigned 9/76 export1/45 computers hardware $400 hcense granted 5/80
electronic assoe inc




7/802 Twoseries 700 hybric Aircralt simulationand china precision sion500 order placed by INSTRIMPEXSystems modeling Machines Corp in 7/80 export license
Beijing Pending
Mewlett packard
live 800 series iii for intormationprocession S500minicomputerswith 50 order received 3/80 export











Provide data on 10 milhon







2.One 370/1381 with 25
peripherals (procured by
Cometals,Inc., on bebalf of
O.P.M. Leasing Servics, Inc.1





































CPUin Beijing and 20
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1. Prime 550 (procuted
through Geometrics)




















































ordered 2/79; export bcense
pending
NAOne 1100/11 multiprocessor
3. One 1100/12 multiprocesor






























$2,000 export license granted 12/79
76
ValueCompany/Product Application Instalition Status of Dea(Thousand USS)
WangCorp.
Eight VS-2200/E16 Prccessingof statistical Eight provincial ctrs $4.500 order received 3/80
medium-sized computers data for 1981 census Including Bering (estimate) installed 5/80
andat least sevenothers Shanghai and Xian
Xvtel Corp
36 computercontrolled ARC Facotryprocesscontrol NA $1,700 contract announced3/80pilot plan systems
Total estimated value of UScomputersales: $152,895
Japan
AiElectronics




1,25 business machmesand Finance and management NA $2,000 sold 19752,000 calculators




1. One M-170 system Meteorological Beijing $10,400 contractsigned 5/78/
observatronsvstem delivered 12/79Two M-160 svstems Geologicalresearchsvstem NA delivered 12/792. 11 Hita M-150,21 Hitao Finance, import-export Beijing, Shanghai, $4,600 ordered 7/79; COCOM1-320 ottice computers trade settlementand Guangzhou,Xian license apprted 3/8
reight msurancework Nanjing Dalian
Harbin












16 computersvstems Factorsprotesscountrol BaostranSteel Miti $-16,100 COCOMapproval 12/28/78
Maruzen Engineeong Automaticcotrol svstem Petron hemicalplan contract signed8/22/79for the mamtenanceot
the calontic level of tue
NipponFlectrn
Svstem 300 Inventon control and Shanghai
contract signed5/78NAmerchandisedistribution
Sord ComputerSvstemsInc
Microcomputersused in Assemblvcontraction Threetactonesunder Pavmentbased basic agreementreachedmeasuring equipment and China to produce Janpa mumcipal ()R Sales 2/80business machines microcomputerswith governmentand 2nd




Microprocessors Licensing agreementto Tranjin Computerand Pavmentbased on agreernent reached3/18/80producemieroprocessors sciention Instrumens veariv outputleadingto joint senturt
with Unitomproviding
traming and know-how








ValuCompany/Product Application Installation Status of Deal(Thousand US$)
France
CornpagnieInternationale
Petrochemicalresearch NAIRIS 50 system order placed 1974$1,600
Honeywell-Bull
order placed 7/74Teleprocessing People's Bankof China NAOne HIS 61/60 system
Hong Kong
AutomatedSystems, Ltd.
NA Beijing, other majorTwo DEC PDP-11/70 minicom contract signed 12/78; two$1,000
puter systems, 20other DEC cities installed 2/80
minicomputers
Microdata Systems
30 Radio Shack TRS-80 $100 inctalled 5/80Kesearchin electronic and
microvsvstems clectric al engineering Sciences
Hungary
Videoton
NA $760NAVT-60 mcediunm-sizedcomputers ordered7/78; delivered 1979
Italy
Olivetti














Chinesecoal andProcesscontrolOneseries IV electronic analog $3,933 orderplacedthis vear
control system
NAInterdata(Perkirn-Elmer) NA ordered 1977$250
SmithIndustries $1,000NA ordered 3/77Nesearchonnavigation
svstemsandthghtcontrols
Tavlor Intrument
Petroleumpoxesscontrot $1,4001300micro-basedcontrollers Oxoalcohotplant at announced2/80
Daqiazodtield andin1300Ttransmitters
Shandong
otalvalue of foreign sales,exclucing the USand Japan: $11,241
Total worldwide sales: $239,430
Thistable lists majorsalespublictedisctoredsince1974,tradestatisties betorethenshowonlya megligibleamountof Westernshipmentsof computers
to China, SeeBohdan(). Szuprowicz."Electronics in China. TheChinaBusinessReview,May-June.1976. pp.21-43.
Not including the 1978sale of an IBM3032computersvstemsold to the Bankof Chinain HongKongThecommunicationsetworklinking the bank's
headquarterswith its brancheswentinto effectin August.
Since1973Hitachihasreceivedordersfor morethan40 digital controlcomputersvaluedat about$30million Mostof themhavebeeninstalled at the
Shanghaipetrochemicalworksand BaoshanSteel Mill
ManyEuropeansales havenot beenreportedin the pressThe1978IEEEdelegationto Chinafor example.sawa FrenchSETIPALLAS28-bit word,32K
computertied to a British tape unit. French-madelinepanter IBMterminalandtwoChinesepaperreadersin operationat nanjingUniversityEuropean
computerfirms, like Britain's ICL. are competinghardfor a shareof the Chinesemarketbut are not behevedto be as strongas JapaneseandAmerican
contenders.












1.2 B7800 systems, Computer network for 5.5 Contract
1 B5900 system, Huafeng Corp. of Beijing 10-30-81
3 1900 systems,
14 B19 systems
2.1 computer system Jiao Tong University of Free Agreement
Shanghai 5-81 UNDP
3. B39, B90 small Ministry of Foreign Trade 5 4-81
business system,
B68 series Beijing municipality
computer center
Control Data Corp.:
1 Cyber 170-730 Oil and gas exploration NVG 4-7-82
computer for Ministry of Petroleum
Cr cmemco:
System-3 computers INIVG Selling
with Z-80 chips 11-9-79
Data General:
9 MV/6000 Educational institutions NVG World. Bank
Susie rcornou er Funding
79United States (continued)
Electronics Associates Inc.:
Hyshare 700 analog University of Harbin at 4.8 Shipped






9 -6 -82DEC LS T-11-based 0.5+
computer systems
Gould SEL:
11 32-bit mini- University use 5 1-10--83
sYvstems
Cr eyhound:
Refurbished IBM 2 1-3-83
computers
Hewlett-Packard:





14 IMPS-8 mainframes 14 universities in China 20 4-83
and 40 DPS-6 systems Ministry of Education
IBM:
1. 11 4300 series Chinese Academy of 12 8-2 6-83
mainframes Science
2. 1 4341 and 20 Census use Free 12-7-81
4331 computers




0. B. M. Leasing Service Ltd.:




ING1. 5 3220 micro- Analysis of oil field 10-82
computers




1. Computer NVGYellow river basin 12-82
mo ni to ring
system
2. Prime 750 95C Petroleum sector NVG 84
Sigma Information System Inc.:




Computer systems Ninth Design and 0.5 2-83
Research Institute
Wang:
1 VS-100 micro- Chinese Academy of 4-5 11-82
Sciencecomputer system,
15 2200-LVP systems, State Bureau of Supplies
1 VS-50 system, China North Industry Co
People' Bank of Guangdong2 VS-80 systems,
spare parts for State Planning Commission
2 VS-80 systems
Western Geophysical:
1 IBM sstem 3033 Ministr of Pe troleun NVTG 7-82
Zilog:
SBeijing AutomationMCZ 1/50 micro- Agreement






20 16-bit micro- 0.35 6-83
computers
Dainichi Kiko:
1 computerized Shanghai University RMB 8 mil 7-20-82
robot PT-500
Hi tachi:
1.7 mainframes 5 8-83
2. M-180 system University and railway Rent 12-12-82
3. M-150 system NVG 1-6-82
4. M-160H svs tem NVG Delivered
12-26-80
5.2 computer- 8.35 Order
based control received
system 7-80
6.2 80-E and Ministry of Power 2.07 Contract
1 DP unit 2-13-80





Hotel computer Guangzhou White Swan Hotel 0.3 9-80
system
NEC:







1. 2 PDP-11/34 Nanchang Telegram Office NVG 5-28-82
minicomputers
2. Multi-mini-- 1 Shipped
computer systems 4---3--80
Comrdre Electronics:
50 CBM microcomputer NVG Contract
sys tems 8-19-81
Dataprep:
0.06 10-831. 50 GE 2030 printers
2. EECO Hotel 0.34 5-20-83The China (Guangzhou)
Hotelcomputer system
Microda to systems:
30 Radio Shack Chinese Academy of 0. Sold
TRS-80 Science 2-80
Swire Systems:







30 Datamax 8000 0.18 5-20
single board
mic rocomput ers
D. D. Webster Electronics:
1. 2 Spectrum Ilbs Beijing Institute of 0.05 Delivered
1 Spectrum I I BP Technology 9-81




4 computers and 65 enterprises and 2 sold
storage devices organizations 1/81
Canada
Nabu:
16-bit micro- 10-28-82University use 0.4
Comuter
Patrick Computer System Inc.:
























1. 20 Abacus Technical Institutes 0.65 10-83
computer systems
2. 12 Abacus Chinese Population 0.75 10-83
mi nic omput ers Science society
Robin Information System:
2 Eclipse S/140s 6-83Great Wall Hotel (Beijing)
United Kingdon
Arbat:




Mic rocomut ers 3 7--28-83
West Germany
A.E.G. Telefugun:
1000 Olympia ink Print Chinese characters TANG 9-8l
jet printers
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STRUCTURE OF CHINA'S COMPUTER ADMINISTRATION
State Council
Chinese Science and Ministry of State
Academy Technology Foreign Economic Planning
of Sciences Leading Group Relations and Trade Commission
Technical Oriental Yanshan State China China State
Sciences Scientific Science Science National National Computer
Departments Instruments and and Instruments Technical Commission
Import Technology Technology Import Import








Space Science Technology Center
China China China China
Electronics National National Computer
Import Computer Electronic Technical
Export Industry Devices Service
Corp. Bureau Corp. Center




STRUCTURE OF CHINA ELECTRONICS IMPORT AND EXPORT COR.PORATION
CEJEC Board of Directors
The Head Office
General First Export Second First Second Exhibition
Business Department Export Import Import and
Departmen- Department Department Department Service
Department
Public Market Accounting Shenzhen Tianjin Shanghai Guangzhou Fujian Beijing





END-USERS OF BEIJING'S NEW INFORMATION PROCESSING AND TRAINING CENTER




1.Ministry of Water Conservancy,
Ministry of Electric Power
2. First Ministry of MachineBuilding
3. Ministry of Commerce
4. State Bureau of Geology
5. Institute of Industrial Economic
Research of the Academyof Social
Sciences
6. Information Institute, Ministry of
Communications
7. Information Institute, Ministry of
Power
8. InformationInstitute, Ministry of
Water Conservancy
9. TheLibrary andInformationInstitute of
the State Bureauof Geology
10. Chinese Mechanical Engingeering
Society
11. People's University Departmentof
Economic information Management
12. Beijing University, Departmentof







18. Bureau of Public Health
19. Beijing Municipal ComputingCenter
Purpose
Operation, planning, and mintenance of
powertransmissionand distribution in
Beijing Development of users' paycheck
processing system
Analysis and prediction of stormsfor
schedulingand dispatchingflood control
teams.





Foodsupply prediction and distribution
Storageandretrieval of geological
information, analysis of stratum
engineering control, compilation and
generation of maps
Construction of a micro- and macro-
economic model for entire economy
Information storage and retrieval
Information storage and retrieval
Information storage and retrieval
Information storage and retrieval
Information storage andretrieval




Education and training of student
Allocation of food in all provision stores
shops,and processingplants
Statistical analysis for managementand
inventory control
Budgetingandcost analysis for scheduling






and managementof hospital records
Operation and maintenanceof system
SOURCE:This partial listing of Chineseend-userswasprovidedby UNDPofficials
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APPENDIX 9
GLOSSARY (1)- LISTINGS OF ACRONYMS
CEIEC: The China (National) Electronics (Technology) Import and
Export Corp.
SACI: The State Administration of Computer Industry
INSTRIMPEX: The China National Instruments Import and Export Corp.
4th M11B: The Fourtn Ministry of Machine Building
(Predecessor of MEI)
MEI: Ministry of Electronics Industry
CCTSC: The China Computer Technical Services Corp.
CITIC: The China International Trust and Investment Company
CCSSB: The Computer Center of the State Statistical Bureau
TECHIMPORT: The China National Technical Import Corp.
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APPENDIX 10
GLOSSARY (2) - A TRADER'S LEXICON
BARTER
Yihuo maoyi
This is a one-time exchange of produce fro product, normally per
formed under a single agreement or contract
COMPENSTION TRADE
Buchang maoyi
This involves technology and/ or equipment that is sold and paid for in
full or in part by goods manufactured with the technology or equipment
The foreign partner accepts respohsibility for marketing the finished
goods outside China
In Chinese, " buchang maoyi" may tefer to countertrade in the broades
sense to encompass arrangements snch as switch, counterpurchase and
other types of countertrande.
CONTRACTUAL JOINT VENTURE
Hezuo jingying
This is also known as a cooperative project or coproduction venture
The foreign partner provides technology and capital of a given value and is
repard at a negotiated rate of return plus principal over a set term. The
CHinese partners may provide land. materials, resources, labor services
buildings, and/or equipment. The eapital contribution on both sides is not
necessarily money, and profits are not distributed by equity shares. but
according to a formula specifred in the contract
COUNTERPURCHASE
Fan goumai
A sale to China is paid for in goods that are not made from or related to
the imported product, equipment, or technology
COUNTERTRADE
Duixiao maoyi
Refers broadly to various trade ariangements that contain a require-
ment to purchase products as a condition for sales or that involve payment
for the sale of goods or services with goods, COmpensation, counterpur-
chase and swith are types of countertrade
JONINT EQUITY VENTURE
Hezi jingying
This involves the formation of a limited liability corporation in which
The Chinese and foreign partners jointly invest in and operate the corpora-
tion, and share the profits, losses, and risk
EVIDENCE ACCOUNT
Jijeng maoyi
The foreign and Chinese parties agree to balance sales with purchases
over a period of time, normally two to five years. The Bank of China keeps
records of the account for the two parties.
PROCESSING & ASSEMBLY
Lailiao jiagong, of laijian zhuangpei
The foreign customer supplies raw or intermediate materials or parts to
CHina to be processed, assembled or manufactured according to the
foreign party's design and specifications. The Chinese partner, in turn
receives a fee for its services and the processed goods are recxported by the
foreign form, which markets them abroad
SWITCH
Zhuankon maoyi, or zhuanshou maoyi
A third party is brought into a cruntertrade arrangement to accept
goods that the original foreign company is unable to use or market itself
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